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Here you can find the menu of Ark Mediterranean Grill in Fresno. At the moment, there are 17 menus and drinks
on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Martin S likes about Ark

Mediterranean Grill:
Ark Mediterranean restaurant is a hidden gem that offers delicious Mediterranean cuisine. I had them cater my

meeting for 60 people, it was a great success thanks to the excellent food. The staff is friendly, and the
atmosphere is warm and welcoming. Highly recommended for Mediterranean cuisine. read more. As a visitor,
you can use the WiFi of the restaurant at no extra cost, And into the accessible spaces also come guests with

wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What Brianna Thorne doesn't like about Ark Mediterranean Grill:
Listen, I love this place. But my mother has celiac and when we tried to request a shawarma bowl without pilaf.
The staff got combative, and refused to just REMOVE THE RICE. Not include it. We were told no by both the
cashier and the manager. My mother left a review about this on Yelp and its strangely not there anymore. The
food is awesome, but they refused to make even the smallest accomodations for someone with a... read more.
The comprehensive range of coffee and tea specialties makes a visit to Ark Mediterranean Grill even more

worthwhile, Moreover, there are good to digest Mediterranean meals available. If you have little appetite, you can
treat yourself to one of the scrumptious sandwiches, a healthy salad or another snack, A catering service

offered by the restaurant allows you to eat the dishes on-site or at the function.
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Salad�
TOMATO SALAD

Appet�er�
KEBAB

Orienta� dishe�
FALAFEL

Chicke�
CHICKEN KEBAB

Coffe�
COFFEE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Restauran� Categor�
MEDITERRANEAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

SALAD

PANINI

LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

CUCUMBER

TOMATE

CHOCOLATE

BEEF

CHICKEN

TRAVEL
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -20:00
Tuesday 11:00 -20:00
Wednesday 11:00 -20:00
Thursday 11:00 -20:00
Friday 11:00 -21:00
Saturday 11:00 -21:00
Sunday 11:00 -20:00
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